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Abstract 
 
The relocation of food systems is considered as a key avenue for promoting more sustainable models 

of food production and consumption. The vision of those systems is diverse, from a food chain approach 

–in which the main stake is to relocate and coordinate all the components of food chains from production 

to food waste management–, to an approach in which agriculture and food are perceived as 

components of socio-ecological systems (Hopes and Brons, 2016)  

The seek for more sustainable food systems through relocation gives rise to numerous local food 

policies. The Milan Urban Food Policy Pact gather 260 cities worldwide representing 460 milllion 

inhabitants (MUFPP, 2023). It emphasizes the importance of building food strategies that consider both 

economic, social (nutrition, equity, …) and environnemental dimensions. Some countries, such as 

France, have implemented national policies that support local food strategies, with the stated objective 

of creating sustainable food systems.  

From an academic point of view this topic sheds new light on some recurring debates in regional 

sciences. First, on the notion of territorial / local system, its frontiers and components (Hopes and Brons, 

2016) ; second, on the effects of the reduction of distances in socio-economic systems (Chiffoleau and 

Dourian, 2020) ; third, on the processes underlying the structuring of the territorial systems, particularly 

new modes of governance (Yap, 2023) and innovation processes.  

The special session therefore proposes four –non-exclusive– axes to address these questions: 

- Characterization of local food systems: the food system approaches promote a broad sense of the 

“system”, beyond that constituted by a network of localized actors. How are these food systems defined 

and captured? At what scales? How these approaches integrate, or could be an avenue for integrating, 

a wide range of social and environmental dimensions (for example by promoting the notion of socio-

ecological system)? Is there a diversity of trajectories this diversity can be captured?  

- Methods and tools for assessing the impacts of relocation: in order to account for the actual impacts 

of these systems, tools and methodologies of assessment (qualitative, quantitative or mixed) still have 

to be developed. How to measure the proportion of what is relocated? How to measure the impacts of 
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relocation? How can multi-criterial / integrated assessments of the sustainability of local food systems 

be developed, implemented and adopted by and /or with stakeholders?  

- Governance and morphogenesis of territorial food systems: governance and new coordinations play 

a central role in the construction and development of these systems, particularly through the modalities 

of public action and its links with private initiatives and stakeholders (Moragues-Faus et al., 2021; 

Sonnino et al., 2019). What are the governances supporting the relocation of food systems? Are they 

new ways of structuring public policies and their instruments? What are their impacts? How do private 

stakeholders play a role in these governances? 

-  Innovations for relocation: beyond new modes of governance, a set of innovations of various natures 

(social, organisational, technological, …) is necessary for a sustainable relocation. What types of 

innovations are being tested? Is relocation of food systems based on specific innovation 

processes (more frugal, place-based, more nature-based…)? Are local food systems an avenue for 

designing new innovation systems? What are the impacts of these innovations?  What are the obstacles 

to the implementation and diffusion of these innovations?  
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